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your bag was so heavy at the end of the round Have you ever ended the round with more balls than you started with 
Does you selection of golf balls look like the Water ball display on the club house counter I have spent countless 
dollars on magazine subsciptions range balls lessons and the Tag along with Chief Tit and the Red Ball People as they 
interpret the game of golf The USGA rules of golf are merely suggestions to Chief Tit and his hapless tribe subject to 
amendment based on among other things Einstein s theory of relativity and pro Socratic philosophy Follow Chief Tit s 
guidelines and you too can consistently break 80 while maintaining the betting advantages of a 16 handicap About the 
Author Dedalus Wildroot AKA Chief Tit Leader of the Red Ball People lives in Northern California near the city state 
of Berklunacy with his wife Deborah Evans He holds a Master s degree in Business Management and has 
undergraduate degrees in 
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